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Continuing in the tradition of its bestselling predecessors, PMP Exam Practice Test and
Study Guide, Tenth Edition uses self study to help readers increase their chances of
passing the PMP certification exam the first time around. This tenth edition is up to date
with the 2015 Examination Content Outline (ECO) published by the Project
Management In
Designed for project managers looking to add the Project Management Institute’s
(PMI) Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM) certification to their resume,
this guidebook presents everything needed to pass the exam—from glossaries of terms
and definitions to professional testing advice. Test preparation topics, including
complete explanations of all CAPM subjects, are accompanied by a breakdown of the
processes, inputs, outputs, and techniques associated with this PMI certification. A final
chapter packed with sample test questions is also included.
Pass the Project Management Professional (PMP) credential from the Project
Management Institute (PMI). Pass the PMP Exam contains all the information you need
to study for and pass the PMP®. In addition to all the information needed to pass the
exam, you will also find tips to give insight into how to read and answer questions, and
each chapter includes exercises and a multiple-choice quiz to test your understanding
of the topics covered. A glossary of key terms is also provided, along with study aids
such as mind maps. The author, Sean Whitaker, has managed complex projects in the
construction, telecommunications, and IT industries, and shares real-world examples of
theory in action from his own career. What you'll learn: Handle integration, scope, time,
cost, and quality management Manage risk, procurement, and stakeholder risk Work
with human resources, communications, and handle ethics and professional conduct
Become eligible for the PMP exam and how to study for it Discover some PMP exam
taking tips Handle various PMP exam tasks and puzzle games Who is this book for:
Experienced project managers looking to capstone their learning with the PMP
certification.
Why you need this PMP guide: • Coverage of the 100% of the exam content • Lots of
figures and tables for faster preparation • ITTO-made-easy with diagrams and built-in
text • Simple explanations for difficult concepts • Synopsis and formulas section … for
reference before the PMP exam • Easy-to-follow layout • 400+ sample questions with
detailed explanations • Full-length practice exam • Tips for practical project
management • How-to for Microsoft Project (MPP) application This book is a must-have
for those preparing for PMP certification. It is different than existing books because we
believe that PMP preparation can be quick and efficient. We have read the existing
books and taken the PMP exam and we have found that most books contain
unnecessary content. • Reduce your preparation time: There are several books in the
market that have pages of painful and irrelevant text that would just be a waste of your
time. This book has text that is concise and relevant for the exam. • Figures and tables:
There are 200+ figures and tables in the book. When text is needed to explain the
figure, the text is embedded into the figure, rather than forcing you to read long
paragraphs and pages of commentary to find relevant material. • Personalized,
conversational style: When possible, we use conversational style to make for easier
reading. • Active learning: We believe that learning is best when the reader is involved
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(instead of doing a show and tell). Wherever applicable (e.g. for schedule, cost, quality,
risk, procurement), there are workbook-style exercises. • Examples: You will find lots of
examples followed by its underlying concept or generalized step-by-step procedure.
This sequence makes it easier to understand concepts. REVIEW FROM CONTACT 1: I
have studied various PMP guides and tutorials in the market. But this book is different,
stands outs and would be the best companion guide to the PMBOK. Difficult concepts
are presented in a style that is easy to follow. The content is concise and supported by
illustrative figures and tables. This will save you from wasting your time on irrelevant or
copious content. In my opinion, this is the ONLY book you will need to pass the PMP
exam. Other printed books and online sites have questions that are easier than the
PMP exam and some wrong and answers and explanations. The 400+ questions are at
the same level of rigor as you will find in the PMP exam. I wish I had this guide when I
prepared for the PMP exam. - Andrew Anderson, PMP, Los Angeles, CA
This book has been updated and improved in January 2015 to make it even more
indicative of the PMP Exam(r) experience, based on reader and student feedback. It is
a low-cost alternative 200 question practice PMP Exam(r) for those studying for the
latest (Summer 2013) version of that exam, as it has changed to accommodate the 5th
edition of the PMBOK(r) Guide. The author's opinions regarding what makes a good
exam question, and of the trends in the PMBOK(r) Guide as it has matured through five
editions, are captured in the questions inside. The exam is tightly aligned with the PMP
Exam(r)'s specification in its construction. The answer section shows a process group,
knowledge area and specific PMBOK(r) Guide reference point to make the process of
learning and re-learning easier. The book is capped off with a one page summary view
of the answers and their associated process group and knowledge area references. For
those studying for the CAPM(r) Exam, please consider my sample exam book
addressing that exam.
This book contains crunch points and sample questions with answers on all knowledge
areas based on PMBOK 5th Edition. It provides an insight into the level of questions
that are being asked in PMP exam.The crunch points provided in the book are very
helpful for quick revision.
"Covers the PMBOK fifth edition and 2013 exam"--Cover.
CAPM Training Manual is based on PMBOK 5th Edition and has been designed in a
manner so that it can be useful for trainers as well as the candidates aspiring for PMP
Exam. The book covers all the knowledge areas in detail. The book also contains
sample questions relevant to all the knowledge areas along with answers. At the end of
each knowledge area there are around 20 practice questions. The purpose of these
questions is to reinforce the concepts related to the knowledge areas make your
understanding on the relevant processes better. The book also contains three sample
papers along with the answers. The first two sample papers contain hundred questions
each and the final one is a two hundred question exam. It is highly recommended that
the candidates should attempt all the sample questions in the book.
PMP Exam: Practice Test and Study Guide, Ninth Edition uses self-study to help readers
increase their chances of passing the PMP certification exam the first time. This spiral-bound
edition includes 40 multiple-choice practice questions in each of the ten knowledge areas and
in the professional and social responsibilities domain. It prese
In addition to test questions in each of the five domains and two practice tests in print and
online, this all-in-one study guide also contains flashcards for learning terms. This book is
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current with The Standard for Program Management, Fourth Edition, and its author is the
second person in the world to have earned the PgMP® certification. The online versions of the
practice test simulate taking the actual exams and provide scoring as above target, target,
below target, or needs improvement. Answers come with explanations and references.
Questions are written to improve reading skills and teach how to select the best answer, which
are key to passing the exam.
Gain knowledge and confidence to pass the CAPM(r) Exam by utilizing over 800 sample
questions. CAPM(r) Exam Prep Simplified 2013 provides detailed solutions explaining why the
best answer is best and the wrong answers are wrong. To learn to ride a bike, a person must
ride a bike. To learn to pass the CAPM(r) Exam, a person must practice with hundreds and
hundreds of CAPM(r) Exam Prep sample questions. CAPM(r) Exam Prep Simplified 2013
provides hundreds of sample questions with detailed solutions explaining why the best answer
is best and the wrong answers are wrong. For every section of the PMBOK(r) Guide -CAPM(r)
Exam Prep Simplified 2013 provides: - a summary of the most important ideas for CAPM(r)
Exam Prep - CAPM(r) Exam Prep exam tips (several hundred exam tips in total) - sample
questions for each and every process of the PMBOK(r) Guide - detailed solutions for each
sample question, including a reference, to the PMBOK(r) Guide, a description of why the best
answer is best and descriptions of why each of the wrong answers are wrong. Other Sections
of the book include: - summary tests are dispersed throughout CAPM(r) Exam Prep Simplified
2013 - complete 150 question CAPM(r) EXAM Prep sample exam, with details explanations of
the right and wrong answers - list of key names to recognize for the CAPM(r) exam - exam
question strategy with focus on tool and technique type questions
The book is fully updated for the post Jan11, 2016 PMP(r) Exam. Gain knowledge and
confidence to pass the exam by utilizing over 1,000 sample questions with detailed solutions
explaining why the best answer is best and the wrong answers are wrong. To learn to ride a
bike, a person must ride a bike. To learn to pass the PMP(r) Exam, a person must practice with
hundreds and hundreds of sample questions. PMP(r) Exam Simplified provides hundreds of
sample questions with detailed solutions explaining why the best answer is best and the wrong
answers are wrong. The book is organized by process group and not by knowledge area.
Many people find the practice of thinking in terms of process groups and not knowledge areas
much more useful in understanding project management as well as passing the exam.
Features of each section include: -Tells you what section of the PMBOK(r) Guide to read,
-Contains a summary of the most important ideas from the PMBOK(r) Guide -Lists exam tips in
generic and specific terms( several hundred exam tips in total) Includes a group of sample
questions that pertain to that particular section of the PMBOK(r) Guide. Provides detailed
solutions for each sample question, including a reference, a description of why the best answer
is best and descriptions of why each of the wrong answers are wrong. Other Sections of the
book include: -Summary tests are dispersed throughout the book. One complete sample exam,
with details explanations of the right and wrong answers list of key names to recognize for the
exam -exam question strategy with focus on tool and technique type questions
An all-inclusive, self-study guide for the PMI's Project Management Professional (PMP)
certification exam, this kit provides all the information project managers need to thoroughly
prepare for the test. It contains the book The PMP Exam: How to Pass on Your First Try;
hundreds of flash cards to help with memorization of key points; a laminated quick reference
guide; a six-month online subscription to the PMP course in InSite (the top PMP e-learning
site); and five audio CDs featuring experts Andy Crowe, Bill Yates, and Louis Alderman
discussing the main points and concepts for the exam. The included learning materials cover
all the processes, inputs, tools, and outputs that will be tested, along with insider secrets, test
tricks and tips, hundreds of sample questions, and exercises designed to strengthen mastery
of key concepts to help you pass the exam with confidence.
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This title has been FULLY updated to reflect PMI's changes to the PMP Exam Content
Outline--June 2015, and is intended for all PMP exams taken AFTER January 11, 2016. This
proven best-selling study guide, used in conjunction with PMI's PMBOK Guide -- Fifth Edition
(2013), presents all the fundamental knowledge, concepts, exercises, and practice exam
questions a project manager needs to prepare for and successfully pass the Project
Management Professional (PMP) Certification Exam on the first try, while cutting study time in
half.
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering A Guide to
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition as a bundle
with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition now contains
detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice Guide, created in partnership with
Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to connect waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful
tool for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has
been updated to reflect the latest good practices in project management. New to the Sixth
Edition, each knowledge area will contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative and
Adaptive Environments, describing how these practices integrate in project settings. It will also
contain more emphasis on strategic and business knowledge—including discussion of project
management business documents—and information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and the
essential skills for success in today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been developed as a
resource to understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile approaches. This practice
guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply agile approaches and provides
practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase agility. This practice
guide is aligned with other PMI standards, including A Guide to the Project Management Body
of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and was developed as the result of
collaboration between the Project Management Institute and the Agile Alliance.
The Practice Standard for Project Risk Management covers risk management as it is applied to
single projects only. It does not cover risk in programs or portfolios. This practice standard is
consistent with the PMBOK® Guide and is aligned with other PMI practice standards. Different
projects, organizations and situations require a variety of approaches to risk management and
there are several specific ways to conduct risk management that are in agreement with
principles of Project Risk Management as presented in this practice standard.

What will you learn from this book? Head First PMP teaches you the latest principles
and certification objectives in The PMBOK® Guide in a unique and inspiring way. This
updated fourth edition takes you beyond specific questions and answers with a unique
visual format that helps you grasp the big picture of project management. By putting
PMP concepts into context, you’ll be able to understand, remember, and apply
them—not just on the exam, but on the job. No wonder so many people have used Head
First PMP as their sole source for passing the PMP exam. This book will help you:
Learn PMP’s underlying concepts to help you understand the PMBOK principles and
pass the certification exam with flying colors Get 100% coverage of the latest principles
and certification objectives in The PMBOK® Guide, Sixth Edition Make use of a
thorough and effective preparation guide with hundreds of practice questions and exam
strategies Explore the material through puzzles, games, problems, and exercises that
make learning easy and entertaining Why does this book look so different? Based on
the latest research in cognitive science and learning theory, Head First PMP uses a
visually rich format to engage your mind, rather than a text-heavy approach that puts
you to sleep. Why waste your time struggling with new concepts? This multi-sensory
learning experience is designed for the way your brain really works.
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To learn to ride a bike, a person must ride a bike. To learn to pass the PMP Exam, a
project manager must practice with hundreds and hundreds of sample questions. PMP
Exam Simplified provides hundreds of sample questions with detailed solutions
explaining why the best answer is best and the wrong answers are wrong. The book is
organized by section of the PMBOK Guide. With each section, the PMP Exam
Simplified book tells you what section of the PMBOK Guide to read, then provides a
summary of the most important ideas. Exam tips are included along with sample
questions that pertain to that particular section of the PMBOK Guide. Summary tests
are dispersed throughout the book. One complete sample exam, again with details
explanations of the right and wrong answers is included at the end. A key part of
passing the PMP Exam is recognizing tools and techniques. An explanation of this is
provided early in the book with a summary of names and equations at the end. The
author, Aileen Ellis, PMP, PgMP , has helped thousands of participants pass this exam,
both through her workshops and books. She truly is the PMP Expert. Her approach is to
focus on understanding the project management processes and their interaction with
limited memorization.
This fully integrated study resource is completely updated for the PMBOK, Sixth Edition
This highly effective self-study guide contains all of the information you need to prepare
for the latest version of the challenging Project Management Professional exam.
Electronic content includes the Total Tester customizable exam engine, worksheets,
reference PDFs, and more than an hour of video training from the author. Fully updated
for the Sixth Edition of the PMI Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®
Guide), PMP Project Management Professional Study Guide, Fifth Edition contains
more than 900 accurate practice exam questions. Each chapter includes a list of
objectives covered, a chapter review, key terms, a two-minute drill, and a self-test with
detailed explanations for both the correct and incorrect answer choices. • Offers 100%
coverage of all official objectives for the PMP exam• Downloadable full-color, memory
card for studying anywhere• Written by a project management consultant and
bestselling author
*** For the PMBOK Guide - Sixth Edition and PMP Exam released March 26, 2018
***Countless time and money is spent preparing for the PMP® exam. So why aren't
students laser-focused on taking practice exams before attempting the real thing?
Reflects the current PMP exam format and the PMBOK® Guide - Sixth Edition! The
practice tests in this book are designed to help students adjust to the pace, subject
matter, and difficulty of the real Project Management Professional (PMP) exam. Geared
towards anyone preparing for the exam, all tests include clear solutions to help you
understand core concepts. If you plan on passing the PMP exam, it's time to test your
knowledge. It's time for PMP Exam Prep - Questions, Answers, & Explanations. Now
packed with Over 1,000 realistic PMP sample questions to help you pass the exam on
your FIRST try. In this book: 1000+ detailed PMP exam practice questions including 18
condensed PMP mock exams that can be completed in one hour; 11 Targeted PMBOK
Knowledge Area tests, and detailed solution sets for all PMP questions which include
clear explanations and wording, PMBOK Knowledge Area and page references, and
reasoning based on the latest PMBOK Guide - Sixth Edition and updated PMP exam
format. Includes FREE PMP exam formula reference sheet!["PMI", "PMP", and
"PMBOK Guide" are marks of Project Management Institute, Inc.]
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Study for the Project Management Professional (PMP®) Examination with this essential
aid in your study program. It contains over 400 realistic multiple choice practice
questions, answers, and explanations. PMP® Examination Practice Questions is
organized into two useful parts. The first comprises all the questions, organized in
chapters by topic, allowing you to simulate the actual test. The second part not only
gives the answers, but also comments on the incorrect answers, providing additional
insight and helping you formulate your test-taking strategy. What You'll Learn See
Q&As to over 400 realistic practice questions and answers Discover all the formulas
needed to pass the exam Use the first part to simulate testing Use the second part as a
study guide to understand why an answer is correct or not Who This Book Is For
divThose with project management experience and some IT experience who are ready
to study for and take the PMP exam.
As an experienced highly rated PMP Exam preparation course instructor and Subject
Matter Expert (SME) to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) 5th
Edition, Daud Nasir PMP researched and developed these mock tests so as to make
them as realistic as possible. The feedback from PMP candidates who have taken
these mock tests has overwhelmingly confirmed that they are closely comparable to the
actual exam and definitely boosted their PMP score. You get 3 full length PMP mock
tests (a total of 600 questions) with answers and detailed explanations of why one
choice is best and the other three are not. Each 200-questions test not only helps you
build the stamina for the actual exam but also provides you a much realistic
assessment of your preparation.
Whether you're a current project manager seeking to validate the skills and knowledge
acquired through years of practical experience or a newcomer to the PM field looking to
strengthen your resume, the PMP® certification from the Project Management Institute
(PMI®) provides you with the means to do so. This updated edition of the best-selling
PMP®: Project Management Professional Study Guide was developed to help you
prepare for this challenging exam, and includes additional study tools designed to
reinforce understanding of critical subject areas. Key Topics Include: Project Initiation.
Determining project goals, identifying constraints and assumptions, defining strategies,
producing documentation. Project Planning. Refining a project, creating a WBS,
developing a resource management plan, establishing controls, obtaining approval.
Project Execution. Committing and implementing resources, managing and
communicating progress, implementing quality assurance procedures. Project Control.
Measuring Performance, taking corrective action, ensuring compliance, reassessing
control plans, responding to risk event triggers. Project Closing. Documenting lessons
learned, facilitating closure, preserving records and tools, releasing resources.
Professional Responsibility. Ensuring integrity, contributing to knowledge base,
balancing stakeholder interests, respecting differences. Note:CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file. (PMI, PMP and Project
Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management Institute,
Inc.)
Master all five PMP domains and boost your confidence for exam day PMP: Project
Management Professional Practice Tests provides candidates with an ideal study aid
for PMP exam preparation. Fully aligned with the A Guide to the Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), 6th edition, this book provides practice
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questions covering all five performance domains. Five unique 160- question chapter
tests, as well as one practice exam cover Initiating; Planning; Executing; Monitoring and
Controlling; and Closing to help you pinpoint weak areas while there is still time to
review. An additional 200-question practice test provides a bonus exam--1000
questions in all--, and a year of FREE access to the Sybex interactive online learning
environment puts a test bank, practice questions, and more at your disposal. The PMP
exam is a challenging four-hour, 200-question validation of your project management
knowledge. Mimicking exam conditions is one of the best ways to prepare, and this
book is designed to test your knowledge, focus, and mental endurance to get you fully
prepared for the big day. Test your project management knowledge with 1,000
challenging questions Prepare using up-to-date material that accurately reflect the
current exam Access digital study tools including electronic flashcards and additional
practice questions In today's IT marketplace, qualified project managers are heavily in
demand as employers increasingly require those who are capable of managing larger
and more complex projects. The PMP certification shows that you know, understand,
and can practice PMBOK guidelines to a rigorous level, and is considered the premier
project management qualification out there—so when exam day arrives, complete
preparation becomes critical to your success. PMP: Project Management Professional
Practice Tests help you gauge your progress, preview exam day, and focus your study
time so you can conquer the exam with confidence. To register for access to the online
test banks included with the purchase of this book, please visit:
www.wiley.com/go/sybextestprep.
Fully aligned with the PMBOK ® Guide--5th Edition (2013) by PMI ® This best-selling
study guide provides busy project managers with a brief, yet proven comprehensive selfstudy program for successfully passing the Project Management Professional (PMP ®)
Certification Exam on the first attempt, while cutting study time in half. Readers will
have free web-based access to over 1,300 questions including hundreds of situational
questions, enabling users to perform practice tests by simulating actual 200-question
exams and arrange questions by knowledge area. Study time is made more efficient by
its organization. Achieve PMP ® Exam Success includes a pre-assessment test to help
users develop a focused study plan. It closely follows the Project Management
Institute's A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK ®
Guide)--5th Edition (2013) and incorporates key topics and concepts from the multiple
PMI recommended readings, eliminating the need for additional resources which will
save you both time and money. Used in conjunction with PMI's PMBOK ® Guide--5th
Edition (2013), Achieve PMP ® Exam Success presents all the fundamental
knowledge, concepts, exercises and practice exam questions a project manager needs
to prepare for and successfully pass the PMP Certification Exam on the first attempt.
Key Features Includes free online access to over 1,300 practice questions including
hundreds of situational questions, enabling users to perform practice tests to simulate
actual 200-question exams Testing capabilities include the ability to go back and review
answers and receive feedback on incorrect selections Delivers a comprehensive and
time saving self-study program that when used together with the PMBOK ® Guide has
a proven track record of PMP exam success Introduces a pre-assessment test to help
users develop a focused study plan, supplies a list of things you need to know and key
definitions at the beginning of each chapter and sample PMP exam questions and
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answers at the end of each knowledge area chapter Presents a case study that runs
throughout the book with exercises and suggested solutions to reinforce concepts and
build real competency Features study, time management and exam tips and a postassessment test to evaluate the user's readiness for the actual exam Covers all
subjects addressed on the PMP ® Exam including comprehensive performance domain
and cross-cutting knowledge and skills defined within the PMP Examination Content
Outl ...
CAPM(R) Exam Questions & Answers Preparation Guide - 2nd Edition 2017 Using over
15 years as a highly rated CAPM(R) and PMP(R) Exam preparation course instructor, i
wanted to put together a guide to help all aspiring CAPM(R) students. Having
researched the CAPM(R) exam, Liam Dillon (CAPM(R), PMP(R), PMI-ACP(R),
PgMP(R)) developed these mock tests so as to reflect the exam. This is based on the
PMBOK(R) Guide 5th Edition and also reflect changes made in 2016. The book in
structured into three sections: - 1. A comprehensive approach to the CAPM(R) exam
with a detailed study guide 2. 300 knowledge types CAPM(R) questions based on the
knowledge areas of the PMBOK(R) Guide. As you read your Study Guide, these
question can be used to test your understanding 3. Three dedicated knowledge based
CAPM(R) sample exam with 150 questions. The objective of this exam is to find out
how well you know the PMBOK(R) Guide. Successful CAPM(R) candidates have taken
these exams over the last 10 years, which shows that these mock tests are closely
comparable to the actual exam and definitely boosted their CAPM(R) success. You get
9 hours (450 questions) of exam practice with solutions and detailed explanations
PMP® Exam: Practice Test and Study Guide, Ninth Edition uses self-study to help
readers increase their chances of passing the PMP certification exam the first time.
This spiral-bound edition includes 40 multiple-choice practice questions in each of the
ten knowledge areas and in the professional and social responsibilities domain. It
presents a 200-question practice test that simulates the actual PMP exam, fully
referenced answers keyed to the five project management process groups, and a study
matrix to help readers key in on areas that require further study.
If you are studying towards the Project Management Professional (PMP(r)) Examination
then this book is an essential aid in your study programme. To help you in your study
this book contains: -Over 400 realistic practice questions, answers and explanations; -A
guide on how to study for and sit the PMP exam; -A list of all the formulae you need to
pass the exam; -Other useful tips and tricks to help your study. This book is best used
in conjunction with the PMP Training Kit and PMP Rapid Review both also by Sean
Whitaker.
Are you studying towards gaining the Project Management Professional (PMP)
credential? If you are you need this book to help assess how well your study is going.
The book contains over 400 practice questions with full detailed answers on every area
of the PMP examination. The book is an essential study aid to help you pass the exam.
*** For the PMBOK Guide - Fifth Edition *** Countless time and money is spent
preparing for the PMP(r) exam. So why aren't students laser-focused on taking practice
exams before attempting the real thing? Reflects the current PMP exam format and the
PMBOK(r) Guide - Fifth Edition! The practice tests in this book are designed to help
students adjust to the pace, subject matter, and difficulty of the real Project
Management Professional (PMP) exam. Geared towards anyone preparing for the
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exam, all tests include clear solutions to help you understand core concepts. If you plan
on passing the PMP exam, it's time to test your knowledge. It's time for PMP Exam
Prep - Questions, Answers, & Explanations. Now packed with Over 1,000 realistic PMP
sample questions to help you pass the exam on your FIRST try. In this book: 1000+
detailed PMP exam practice questions including 18 condensed PMP mock exams that
can be completed in one hour; 11 Targeted PMBOK Knowledge Area tests, and
detailed solution sets for all PMP questions which include clear explanations and
wording, PMBOK Knowledge Area and page references, and reasoning based on the
latest PMBOK Guide - Fifth Edition and updated PMP exam format. Includes FREE
PMP exam formula reference sheet!** For PMP exams AFTER July 31, 2013 **
The PMP Ace Series 2-in-1 Combo 'Be a PMP Ace in 30 Days' and '300 Practice
Questions for the PMP Exam' are also available as a 2-in-1 Combo. Save 25% by
purchasing the 2-in-1 combo at the following link: https:
//www.amazon.com/dp/B06XF8ZHJ3 Updated for the new PMP Exam based on the
PMBOK 6th Edition. Are you preparing for the PMP Certification Exam? This is for you!
The PMP certification, awarded by the PMI, is the gold-standard in project management
certifications for project managers globally. If you are a project manager who wants to
ace the PMP certification exam on your first attempt, you need to prepare with the right
resources! '300 Practice Questions for the PMP Exam', from the author of 'Be a PMP
Ace in 30 Days', is unlike the average question bank you may come across for the PMP
exam. This question bank contains a set of carefully researched and framed questions
meant to optimise your study experience and the content here will stimulate your
thinking in the way as it would be required on the actual PMP Exam. Key features of
this PMP question bank: 300 questions sorted on individual knowledge areas of the
PMBOK - an excellent accompaniment for after-chapter revisions during your PMP
Exam preparation. Detailed solutions provided at the end of each chapter so that you
understand precisely why a particular answer choice is the right one. Also includes
questions on the Project Management Framework and questions on Professional
Ethics. Questions are similar in structure, style and difficulty-level with the actual
questions that appear in the PMP Exam - therefore, you get wider exposure in fewer
questions. '300 Practice Questions for the PMP Exam' is an excellent accompaniment
to your PMP preparation arsenal that you should not miss! Details of changes made in
the revised edition of '300 Practice Questions for the PMP Exam': Questions and
solutions related to processes and ITTOs from the previous PMBOK 5th Edition that are
no longer applicable in the PMBOK 6th Edition have been permanently removed.
Approximately 10% of all questions and solutions are either newly introduced or altered
from their original form in the previous edition of this book, to comply with the changes
introduced in the PMBOK 6th Edition. Questions/Content from the previous edition of
this book that are still relevant for the PMBOK 6th Edition have been retained in this
edition too.
This all-inclusive, self-study guide for the PMI's Project Management Professional
(PMP) certification exam provides all the information project managers need to
thoroughly prepare for the test. It contains the book The PMP Exam: How to Pass on
Your First Try; flash card App to help with memorization of key points; a laminated
quick reference guide; a trial version subscription to the PMP course in InSite (the top
PMP e-learning site); and downloadable audio CDs featuring experts Andy Crowe, Bill
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Yates, and Louis Alderman discussing the main points and concepts for the exam. The
included learning materials cover all the processes, inputs, tools, and outputs that will
be tested, along with insider secrets, test tricks and tips, hundreds of sample questions,
and exercises designed to strengthen mastery of key concepts to help you pass the
exam with confidence.

Raman's PMP(r) exam Prep guide (second Edition) has been written to reflect
"PMI's Exam Content Outline June 2015" with the additional tasks covered for all
PMP(r) exams taken after 11th January 2016.Project management is one of the
essential skill the employers are looking for and the Project Management
Professional exam such as PMP(r) credentials are widely recognized and
accepted by organizations around the world as an evidence of a level of
knowledge and experience that the project manager possess in project
management.Raman's PMP(r) Exam Prep guide prepares you to take the Project
Management Professional (PMP) exam as well as the Certified Associate in
Project Management (CAPM(r)) exam, both offered by the Project Management
Institute (PMI). Essential features of this guide: * Over 500 sample exam
questions and answers with cross reference to PMBOK(r) Guide fifth edition page
numbers.* The real world project examples are given for your reference.* Every
chapters filled with the "Exam Watch", "Chapter Summary" and "Exam Points" for
easy remembrance of the concepts.* A special chapter "PMP(r) Exam Passing
Tips" containing summary information which will help your last minute exam
preparations.* All the 47 Project Management processes are tabulated with
important outputs for your easy understanding.* All the Formulae for the PMP(r)
exam is tabulated and available in a single place.* The Guide's chapters are
arranged in the PMI(r) domain practice for the PMP(r) exam such as Initiating,
Planning, Executing, Monitoring & Controlling and Closing which is also closer to
the exam blueprint.* Every project management processes are explained in a
simpler manner such as what is the purpose of the process, why you need to use
the process and how to perform the process itself etc.* Throughout the guide you
can find sample calculations to enhance your chances of passing your exam.*
Illustrative pictures are added at the appropriate places for your clear
understanding the project management concepts, tools and techniques.* Sample
project document templates are also included such as project charter,
Stakeholder register, Project scope statement etc., to use it in your real world.All
the above features will help you prepare the PMP EXAM and pass in your first
try.
Your first step in preparing and passing the project management professional
(PMP) exam starts with PMP Exam Cram: Passing the First Time. The PMP
exam cram is a question guide for the project management professional
certification test. The content and the PMP practice questions are based on the
current Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK(r)) 5th edition.
Whether you are starting your PMP prep training or expert in project
management this book will enhance your ability to be a better project manager
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and on your way to become a certified project management professional. In the
PMP Exam Cram we wanted to simulate the real project management
professional exam so as an extra bonus there is a 200 PMP mock question exam
inside. Each question has a detailed answer and explanation on what that is the
correct answer, what process group and knowledge area the question falls under.
In addition, there is 10 simulate PMP quizzes over each framework area such as
Time Management, Scope Management, Risk Management, ... Now you can
focus on a specific area if you are weak and pass the PMP exam. This book will
help you: Gives you real PMP questions that you might expect on the project
management exam Complete overall assessment if you are ready to sit for the
PMP exam or need additional study time Learn PMP's question styles and
PMBOK principles to pass and earn the project management certification The
final exam test if you are ready for the real PMP exam. With detailed answers
and explanations, you will find your weakness and eliminate them to successfully
pass the exam."
A unique learning resource to prepare for the PMP® certification exam Without
sufficient practice and preparation for taking the Project Management Institute's
(PMI's) PMP® certification exam, you won't be able to actually put your skills into
practice in the real world! To help you achieve your goal of passing the exam,
this two-part prep book covers all elements of the brand-new Project
Management Professional exam. A team of experts presents you with a solid
overview of the exam as well as hundreds of questions, detailed answers, and
explanations. In addition, each question is accompanied by cross-references,
providing you with a thorough preparation foundation for taking the PMP® exam.
Features hundreds of short questions-and-answers on some of the most key
topics that PMPs should be familiar with before taking the exam Includes more
than 800 exam-quality questions with detailed answers and explanations, plus
more than 200 fill-in-the-blank, true/false, and short answer questions to help you
prepare for the exam Serves as an ideal complement to Sybex's PMP®: Project
Management Professional Exam Study Guide, 6th Edition PMP® Practice Makes
Perfect prepares you for taking the grueling 200-question, four-hour PMP® exam.
(PMBOK, PMI, PMP and Project Management Professional are registered marks
of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
This all-inclusive, self-study resource provides project managers with all the
information they need to thoroughly prepare for the Project Management
Professional (PMP) certification exam. Learning tools in this comprehensive PMP
exam prep kit include a textbook, 6 audio CDs, a quick-reference guide, 250
flashcards, and access to online eLearning courses with practice exams. The
material covers all the processes, inputs, tools, and outputs found in the fifth
edition of the PMBOK Guide and gives students insider secrets, test tricks and
tips, hundreds of practice questions, and exercises designed to help them master
key concepts covered on the test. Candidates who use this kit go into the PMP
exam armed with confidence and everything they need to pass on the first try.
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"The best first step toward a career in project management"--Cover.
PMP Exam Cram, Fifth Editon Project Management Professional Covers the
PMBOK Fifth Edition and 2013 Exam PMP Exam Cram, Fifth Edition, is the
perfect study guide to help you pass the 2013 PMP Exam. It provides coverage
and practice questions for every exam topic. The book contains an extensive set
of preparation tools such as quizzes and Exam Alerts, while the CD-ROM
provides real-time practice and feedback with a 200-question test engine. Covers
the critical information you’ll need to know to score higher on your exam!
--Approach the project management process from PMI’s views on project
management --Understand the project management framework --Properly initiate
projects --Understand the project planning process --Complete the planned
project work --Monitor project work and make necessary changes --Close
projects CD Features 200 Practice Questions! --Detailed explanations of correct
and incorrect answers --Multiple test modes --Random questions and order of
answers --Coverage of each PMP exam topic Pearson IT Certification Practice
Test minimum system requirements: Windows XP (SP3), Windows Vista (SP2),
Windows 7, or Windows 8 Professional; Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 Client;
Pentium class 1GHz processor (or equivalent); 512MB RAM; 650MB hard disk
space plus 50MB for each downloaded practice exam; access to the Internet to
register and download exam databases
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